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the impact of the mark W hofmann murder and forgery
cases will be felt in the LDS community for years to come tilistillsthis ISis
obviously true in the lives of the families he so brutally affected
with his pipe bombs it is not any less true in the lives of his own
family whose love and support he betrayed so callously but it is
also true in the larger mormon community where the shock of
murder and the widespread deceit through forgeries seemingly
touched the very core of mormon history and tradition

while it is early to fully assess the damage to either the public
or the scholarly community what follows is an attempt to provide
readers ofbyuof BYU studies with a reasonably comprehensive guide to
the literature and basic facts of the hofmann case first we present
a review essay on the threebookthree book length studies of the hofmann
saga next a detailed chronology of the hofmann case as a guide
through the complexities of the various episodes and events
finally a bibliography designed to lead readers to other source
materials in addition to providing a guide to the main known
hofmann forgeries while hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns forgery activities went far
beyond mormon manuscripts the focus here is almost entirely on
the mormon related materials
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